Media release Zurich, February 14, 2018

Clarus Capital embraces Evolute technology
Zurich asset manager Clarus Capital Group Ltd is taking a leap into the digital age to continue
providing its demanding clients with high-quality, personalized services. After an intensive evaluation phase, it decided to adopt the Evolute platform. This decision was largely based on the
platform’s reporting functions, fixed interfaces with custodian banks and integrated portfolio management system.
Dramatic changes have been sweeping through the asset management industry for some time. Digitization, financial technology – known as “fintech” for short – and technology platforms are hot topics everywhere in the world, including Switzerland. Clarus Capital Group Ltd started addressing these issues early
on and began scouring the local fintech market for a solution that would enable the firm to continue
focusing on growing and protecting its clients’ assets without restrictions.
It decided to partner with Evolute Ltd, a Zurich-based fintech provider. Clarus Capital was particularly
interested in an integrated portfolio management system and customizable client reports that conform
to its corporate design guidelines – both key strengths of Evolute’s technology. The existence of interfaces
for future data communications with custodian banks also played a significant role in the decision-making
process.
The innovative asset manager, established in 2011, has put personalized customer service and tailored
advisory services at the core of everything it does. And by partnering with fast-growing start-up Evolute
Ltd, it can stay true to this vision, even in the digital age.

Further information
Clarus Capital: Giancarlo Guetg, Managing Partner, giancarlo.guetg@claruscapital.ch, +41 44 552 90 00
Evolute Ltd: Pascal Lemann, CMO, pascal.lemann@evolute.com, +41 44 500 15 05
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About Clarus Capital Group Ltd
Clarus Capital Group AG (CCG) was founded in 2011 and is amongst the most ambitious and fastest-growing asset management firms and family offices in Zurich. Long-standing experiences within Asset Management and Private Banking, exceptional knowledge of foreign languages and cultures as well as close
business relationships with the most important players in the market all make CCG an aspiring player
amongst Swiss Asset Managers. CCG is member of the Swiss Association of Asset Managers.

About Evolute Group Ltd
With over 50 employees, Evolute Group Ltd is one of the largest and fastest growing providers of comprehensive technology and outsourcing solutions for portfolio and asset management in Switzerland. Evolute Group Ltd is a reliable outsourcing partner for banks and asset managers with and without collective
investments for comprehensive software solutions, compliance, legal, and risk management, as well as
data operations. Evolute Group Ltd is based in Zug, Switzerland with additional locations in Zurich, Switzerland and Lviv, Ukraine
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